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Abstract— This paper deals with recognizing the species of the 

bird from the sound signal recorded from the bird’s 

environment. First, the actual part of the signal input that 

corresponds to the bird sound is selected and the remaining part 

of the signal is assumed to be silence and removed. The resulting 

signal contains the bird sound from start to end along with some 

noise from the surroundings. These noises are eliminated and the 

features of the actual sound are extracted by using Fast Fourier 

Transforms(FFT). The features are used to form a model that is 

compared with already existing models for various bird sounds. 

The model that matches with the highest probability is chosen 

and the bird species is determined from it. 

Index terms- bird; bird species recognition; sound recognition; 

end point detection; silence removal; noise removal; FFT; HMM; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In many a scenarios a bird cannot be seen, or cannot be 

identified by people. Bird sounds have a specific quality of 

being distinct amongst most species. Bird vocalization is a 

good example of a class of natural sounds where we can expect 

to find a vocabulary and other structural elements. Bird song 

can be often seen as an organized sequence of brief sounds 

from a species specific vocabulary. Those brief sounds are 

usually called elements or syllables [1]. 

 

Bird species recognition has been vital to study in 

conservation, migration patterns and related research. It has 

been predicted that wide-scale application of automatic pattern 

recognition techniques to bird vocalization research could have 

similar effects as the introduction of the sonogram earlier [1]. 

In many practical cases, there are limited possibilities to select 

templates or prototype sounds by hand. Therefore, it is highly 

preferable to use methods which allow the use of large amount 

of training data and provide automatic ways to estimate the 

parameters of the classifier. Kogan et al. compared the 

manually selected template method to a traditional speech 

recognition system based on mel-frequency cepstrum 

coefficients (MFCC) and hidden Markov models (HMMs). In 

their study, HMM was found more robust to changes in 

background noise [2]. 

 

The working hypothesis was that it would be possible to 

recognize bird species directly from syllables (or elements), 

which are building  blocks of bird song [1]. Typically, the 

duration of a syllable ranges from few to few hundred 

milliseconds. If this were possible, the recognition of species 

could then be performed even in a noisy environment using 

brief clean periods. The alternative approach of recognizing 

song melodies is more challenging. The main problem is that in 

a typical habitat there may be several birds singing 

simultaneously. Also, the high regional variability in the songs 

of many species and imitation of the songs of other species 

makes it difficult to define characteristic song patterns for each 

species. 

This paper deals with detection of syllables of bird sound in 

the following way. First the silence or unvoiced part of the 

signal is differentiated from the voiced (bird sound) part. After 

doing this, the part necessary for detection is achieved but it 

still  has  components  of  noise  (unwanted  data  from  the 

surrounding environment of the input source). The actual 

component of the data necessary  for the analysis and 

recognition is obtained by applying the Fast Fourier 

Transforms on the frequency domain of the signal. This 

eliminates noise from the input and the data can be further 

analyzed. Now the features are extracted from the signal and 

the hidden Markov model (HMM) are used for detecting the 

species that resembles the signal the most (highest probability 

of the signal’s occurrence). 

II. END POINT DETECTION AND SILENCE REMOVAL 

For detecting end-points and removing the silenced part of 

the sound this method uses Probability Density Function(PDF) 

of the background noise. For differentiating the voiced and 

silence part of a bird sound,  uni-dimensional Mahalanobis 

Distance function which is a Linear Pattern Classifier(LPC) is 

used. 

Bird Sound can be represented in 3 states. The states are 

(i) Silence (S), where no speech is produced 

(ii) Unvoiced (U), in which the vocal cords [5] are not 

vibrating, so the resulting sound waveform is aperiodic or 

random in nature 

(iii) Voiced (V), in which the vocal chords are tensed and 

therefore vibrate periodically when air flows from the lungs, so 

the resulting waveform is quasi-periodic [6]. 

It should be clear that the segmentation of the waveform 

into well-defined regions of silence, unvoiced, signals is not 

exact; it is often difficult to distinguish a weak, unvoiced sound 

from silence, or weak voiced sound from unvoiced sounds or 

even silence. Since for most of the practical cases the unvoiced 

part has low energy content and thus silence (background 
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noise) and unvoiced part is classified together as 

silence/unvoiced and is distinguished from voiced part.[9] 

The speech signal [13] is a slowly time varying signal [14] 

in the sense, that, when examined over a sufficiently short 

period 

of time (between 5 and 100 msec), its characteristics are 

fairly stationary[8]. 

We assume that background noise present in the utterances 

are Gaussian [11] in nature, however a speech signal may also 

be contaminated with different types of noise [12]. In such 

cases the corresponding properties of the noise distribution 

function are to be used for detection purpose. 

The  algorithm  described  below  is  divided  into  two  

parts. First part assigns label to the samples by using a 

statistical properties   of   background   noise   while   the   

second   part smoothens the labeling by the physiological 

aspects from the speech production process. The Algorithm 

two passes over speech samples. In Pass I (Step 1 to 3) 

statistical property of background  noise  is  used  to  make  a  

sample  as  voiced  or silence/unvoiced.  In  Pass  II  (Step  4  

and  5)  physiological aspects of speech production for 

smoothening and reduction of probabilistic errors are used in 

statistical marking of Pass I. Step 1: Calculate the mean and 

standard deviation of the first 1600 samples of the given 

utterance. If µ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation 

respectively then analytically we can write, 

                
Note that background noise is characterized by this µ and σ. 

 

Step 2: Go from 1 st sample to the last sample of the speech 

recording. In each sample check whether one dimensional 

Mahalanobis distance function i.e. |x-µ|/σ greater than 3 or not. 

Analytically, 

 
the sample is to be treated as voiced sample otherwise it is 

an silence/unvoiced. Note that the threshold reject the samples 

upto 99.7% as per given by equation no. 4 in a Gaussian 

Distribution thus accepting only the voiced samples. 

Step 3:  Mark the voiced sample as 1 and unvoiced sample 

as 

0. Divide the whole speech signal into 10 ms non-

overlapping windows. Now the complete speech is represented 

by only zeros and ones. 

Step 4: Consider there are M no. of zeros and number of 

ones in a window. If M ≥ N then convert each of ones to zeros 

and vice versa. This method adopted here keeping in mind that 

a speech production system consisting of vocal chord, tongue, 

vocal tract etc. cannot change abruptly in a short period of time 

window taken here as 10 ms. N 

Step 5: Collect the voiced part only according to the labeled 

‘1’ samples from the windowed array and dump it in a new 

array. Retrieve the voiced part of the original speech signal 

from labeled 1 samples.[9] 

Now the recorded sound does not contain any Silence parts. 

The recorded sound is now processed to remove background 

noise. 

III. BACKGROUND NOISE REMOVAL 

Noise can distort and disguise the quality of the sound 

signal. Due to presence of background noise in a recorded bird 

sound, it cannot be successfully matched with the pre-recorded 

bird sounds present in the database. Hence background noise 

removal is a crucial part of audio pre-processing. 

Noise removal cannot be successfully implemented in the 

time domain; rather, it is performed in the frequency domain 

using Spectral subtraction. 

Spectral subtraction noise removal involves segmenting the 

noisy speech signal into half-overlapped time domain data 

buffers multiplied by a Hanning window and then transforming 

the result into the frequency domain using the fast Fourier 

transform (FFT). Subsequently, noise is removed by 

subtracting the average magnitude of the noise spectrum from 

the noisy speech spectrum and zeroing out the negative values 

using half-wave rectification.[8] 

A continuous time signal is sampled at equally spaced time 

impulses tn = nTs as follows 

               
where  is the sampling period or fixed time between each 

sample. Each impulse value of X[n] is called sample of the 

discrete-time signal. The sampling period can also be 

represented as a fixed sampling rate: 

        
The noisy signal is stored using Half-Overlapped Data 

Buffers.  Each  segment  contains  256  samples  of  the  noisy 

sound. Each segment is called a data-buffer  [n]. Each data 

buffer  half-overlaps  another  data  buffer  by a  total  of  128 

samples. 

Data in the half-overlapped data buffers is multiplied with 

the Hanning time window to optimize the efficiency of 

computer processing speed. The Hanning time window is a bell 

curve shape. The portions of the noisy data that lie outside the 

Hanning time window are zeroed-out, while the portions inside 

are further evaluated for processing. The mathematical general 

expression of a Hanning time window is in the form 

                

Otherwise 

 
where L is the length or the number of samples of the 

Hanning time window. The data that are stored in the Hanning 

time window are evaluated for spectral computation, which 

involves computing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) using 

the FFT algorithm. 

The spectrum of the speech activity containing the noisy 

speech time frame is denoted as 
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where S[k] is the spectrum of the clean speech “Real 

graph” and N[k] is the spectrum of the noise. 

We calculate the average of the noise magnitude spectrum 

for each frequency 

 
where E is the average value operator. In the next 

subsection, we explain the role of μ (k). 

The average magnitude of the noise spectrum is subtracted 

from the noisy speech spectrum resulting in the signal 

 

                                                   (9) 

 

In some cases, for each frequency ω, the value of the 

average magnitude of the noise spectrum is larger than the 

magnitude of the noisy speech spectrum. This results in 

negative values after subtracting the average magnitude of the 

noise spectrum from the noisy speech spectrum. Half-wave 

rectification consists in replacing those negative values with 

zero resulting in the signal. 

 

                 (10) 

After subtraction of average noise magnitude and half wave 

rectification, the spectrum of sound is in frequency domain.[8] 

This processed sound is then compared to the pre-recorded 

sound stored in a database. 

IV. HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS(HMM) 

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) provide a simple and 

effective framework for modeling time-varying spectral 

sequences. As a consequence, almost all present day large 

vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems 

are based on HMMs [3]. 

 

HMM creates stochastic models from known utterances 

and compares the probability that the unknown utterance was 

generated by each model. HMMs area broad class of doubly 

stochastic models for non-stationary signals that can be 

inserted into other stochastic models to incorporate information 

from several hierarchical knowledge sources. Since we do not 

know how to choose the form of this model automatically but, 

once given a form, have efficient automatic methods of 

estimating its parameters, we must instead choose the form 

according to our knowledge of the application domain and train 

the parameters from known data. Thus the modeling problem is 

transformed into a parameter estimation problem. Such a 

model might have one state per syllable with probabilistic arcs 

between each state. Each syllable would cause (or be produced 

by) a transition to its corresponding state. One could then train 

the model for a certain sound and use the parameter sequence 

to generate other sequences [4]. 

A. The Model 

Front-End: The purpose of the Front-End is to parametrize 

an Input signal (eg. audio) into a sequence of output Features. 

Voice samples are taken every 10-25 msec. This sample data is 

feed to the Front-End module for further processing. Output of 

Front-End is list of feature vector (MFCC-39D). This feature 

vector are then mapped to symbol using vector quantization 

[5]. 

Vector Quantization: It maps Feature vector to symbol. 

This is also knows as acoustic modeling. This symbols 

represent HMM state.  During recognition process these 

symbols are matched against unknown symbols. This gives us 

way to map complex vector in to manageable symbol set. 

HMM model creation: Depending on implementation, 

HMMs 

are created for every basic sound unit, in our case it is a 

syllable. Further all HMMs are linked together to represent the 

sound under consideration. This linked representation is known 

as search space for given problem. During recognition phase 

this graph is searched for finding occurrence of given word. 

Training:  The  most  difficult  task  is  to  adjust  the  model 

parameter    to    accurately    represent    the    sound    

under 

consideration. In training mode large amount of data is 

given to HMM model. Using this, HMM adjusts its probability 

distribution and transition matrix. There is no global optimal 

algorithm for learning. Every HMM must be trained to 

maximize it’s (local optimum) recognition power. 

Recognition: unknown sound is fed to HMM and it’s 

output probability is calculated [6]. 

 

 
B. Viterbi Algorithm (Detection) 

The Viterbi  algorithm is  a   dynamic   programming 

algorithm for finding the most likely sequence of hidden states, 

called the Viterbi path – that results in a sequence of observed 

events, especially in the context of Markov information sources 

and hidden Markov models [7]. 
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The last step follows from the fact that the probability of the 

observation sequence can be seen as a constant. Now we define 

δt(i) as the best path (the path with the highest probability) 

from the start into some state i at time t. 

     
(12) 

Notice that 

 
Is the value we are looking for. 

δt(i) can be calculated using a recursive procedure similar to 

the forward algorithm, but this time using a maximization over 

previous states instead of a summing procedure. This algorithm 

is known as the Viterbi algorithm. The optimal path can be 

found by keeping track of the argument i that maximized δt(j) 

in equation 13 

 
Hence the best path for the given sound is found which 

corresponds to a particular model that is of the bird species as 

the input sound. Hence the species of the bird corresponding to 

the input sound is determined. 

V. LIMITATIONS 

The described method above assumes that there is only one 

sound in the signal corresponding to a specific bird that has 

been recorded. If there are two or more sounds of birds of same 

or different species then the model may not give satisfactory 

results. Results depend on the intensities of the sounds. There 

must be only sounds (syllables) as inputs. Bird songs are more 

complex to determine and require more sophisticated models. 

Also bird songs vary within a species and are also imitated by 

other species in some cases. 

 

If the sound to be recognized is not from any modeled 

specimen, then false output that is closest to a particular model 

may be generated. Hence models of all required species must 

be available for determination. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

The model can be expanded to identifying other animal 

species in a similar fashion and also other sounds that need to 

be recognized for various purposes. Also the bird songs or 

other sequential sounds that are similar to sentences in a human 

language can be recognized using this technique. Sound signal 

having two or more bird inputs can be  guessed by giving 

output of more than one bird species along with the probability 

that the input sound corresponds to that species. This may give 

the user an estimate of what the species of bird may be. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Bird species recognition from sound generated by an 

individual specimen is studied. The end points of the sound 

signal and the silence/unvoiced part in the input signal are 

eliminated using the  probability density function of 

background noise and uni dimensional Mahalanobis Distance 

function technique. The noise in the resultant signal is 

eliminated and the feature extraction for forming HMM was 

done using the FFTs. Finally the extracted symbols are fed into 

the HMM and the output with the highest probability is 

determined. This output determines the species of the bird that 

the input sound belongs to. 
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